


SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

Mission Statement
To ensure the efficient management of
Jamaica’s radio frequency spectrum
in keeping with international best

practices and in the interest of social,
economic and technological

development.
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CORPORATE PROFILE

T he Spectrum Management Authority
(“SMA” or “the Authority”) is mandated by
virtue of the Telecommunications Act, 2000

as the regulatory body charged with the management
of the Radio Frequency Spectrum in Jamaica, on
behalf of the Government and people of Jamaica.

Consistent with its Mission Statement detailed herein,
SMA’s management of the spectrum entails the
following:

•   Managing access to the radio frequency spectrum
      through band planning, frequency assignment 
       and licensing;

•   Monitoring compliance with licensing agreements
      to protect all legal spectrum users;

•   Identifying, investigating and facilitating the 
      resolution of cases of interference;

•   Identifying and eliminating illegal use of the 
      spectrum;

•   Fulfilling Jamaica’s international obligations 
      with respect to spectrum management;

•   Fulfilling its statutory obligation as the advisory
      body to the Minister with portfolio responsi-
      bility for telecommunications, currently the 
      Minister of Science, Energy and Technology, 
      on spectrum policy and related legal matters.

Spectrum Management Authority was in accor-
dance with the Companies Act incorporated as a
limited liability company on 1st February 2000 and
became operational in April 2001. As at 2009
December 21, the registered office of the company
is 13 - 19 Harbour Street, Kingston, Jamaica.

The statutory obligations and the operational
principles of the Authority are in accordance with,
and fulfil Jamaica’s international commitments to
the World Trade Organization‘s (WTO) telecom-
munications agreement, and the policy objectives
enunciated by the Government of Jamaica (GOJ)

with respect to the liberalization of the telecom-
munications sector. 

The Authority is financed through a cost-recovery
mechanism, whereby licensed spectrum users are
required to pay Regulatory fees.  The fee mechanism
was developed in consultation with spectrum
users and is constituted in The Telecommunications
(Spectrum Regulatory Fees) Regulations 2003,
Jamaica Gazette Supplement Number 33, in
April 2003.  

As aforestated, in carrying out its mandate, the
Authority operates within the legislative frame-
work as established by the Telecommunications
Act, 2000 and the Radio and Telegraph Control
Act, 1973.  Internationally, SMA is also guided by
the rules and regulations of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU).  ITU is the leading
United Nations agency for information and com-
munication technologies. As the global focal point
for governments and the private sector, ITU's role
in helping the world communicate spans 3 core
sectors: radio communication, standardization and
development.

The SMA collects Spectrum licence fees on behalf
of the GOJ, which is remitted to the Consolidated
Fund.  

There are various categories of radio systems that
are licensed by the Authority, namely:

•   Terrestrial (land-based) radio systems - including
      fixed services (such as networks providing data
      transfer services) and mobile services (such as
       cellular services as well as 2-way radios);

•   Satellite systems - for large earth stations and
      VSATs (very small aperture terminals);

•   Maritime radio systems - this facilitates radio
      communication for ships, yachts, boats; and,

•   Aeronautical radio systems - facilitates com-
      munication by airplanes and air-traffic 
      controllers.
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The Authority also acts in a certifying capacity in
respect of the following licences: 

•   Certificate of Competence in Radio Telephony/
      Global Maritime Distress and Safety System 
      (GMDSS) – This certification authorizes the 
      holder to carry out the radiotelephone service
      of any Ship Station;

•   Radio Technician Licence – There are 2 classes
      for this category of licence: Class “A” and Class
      “B” Licences.  A licence issued under Class “A”
      category authorizes the Licensee to install and
      maintain radio transmitting apparatus; and, 
      the Class “B” category authorizes the Licensee to
      install and maintain radio transmitting apparatus
      with a radio frequency power not exceeding 
      1,000 watts;

•   Type Approval Certificate – This certification is
      issued to manufacturers of radio communication

      equipment after the Authority ensures that it 
       conforms to appropriate standards and principles
      of product safety and will not interfere with 
      other equipment or networks. 

The SMA represents Jamaica in several telecom-
munications related international fora and participates
on a committee level on selected bodies as indicated:

•   International Telecommunications Satellite 
      Organization (ITSO) - the Authority is currently
      the Chairman of the ITSO Advisory Committee,
      and has been a member representing the 
      Caribbean region since 2001;

•   Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU);

•   Inter-American Telecommunications Commission
      (CITEL); and,

•   International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE HONOURABLE MINISTER

I take great pleasure in commending the
Board of Directors and staff of the Spectrum
Management Authority (SMA) on another

year of successful activities. 

As Minister with responsibility for telecommunications,
I have a deep appreciation of the important role
the SMA continues to play in ensuring efficient
management of one of Jamaica’s most valuable
resources.  I note also that the Board has made
proactive decisions and in so doing has set the
foundation for the effective management of the
spectrum in the next fiscal year.  

Jamaica, as a signatory to the International
Telecommunications Unit (ITU), must ensure that
we adhere to international best practices. Such
practices go hand in hand with national policies
and legislation which govern the telecommunications
sector, thereby contributing to Jamaica’s social,
economic and technological advancement.  As
Minister, I will continue to work to improve the
legislative framework and implore the SMA to
further develop the necessary physical and human
capital to keep pace with this dynamic ICT industry.

I look forward to the continued advancement of
the industry and wish for the SMA an even more

successful fiscal year as it works closely with our
regional and international partners to meet our
short, medium and long term objectives.

Hon. Andrew Wheatley, PhD
Minister of Science, Energy and Technology
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Seated L-R: Ms. Yolande Ramharrack (Deputy Chairman), Mr. Trevor Forrest (Chairman), Dr. Marcia Forbes;
Standing L-R: Mr. Marlon Morgan, Mr. Rickman Warren, Mr. Delroy Thompson, Mr. Robert Richards,
Dr. David McBean (Managing Director);
Missing: Mr. Brian Yap-Sam, Mrs. Kaydian Smith Newton, Mrs. Marsha Haughton, and Mr. Craig
Ottey-Brown.  
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ COMMITTEES 

Human Resources:             Technical Operations:               Audit:                              Finance:
•  Yolande Ramharrack     •  Marcia Forbes                   • Robert Richards       •  Marsha Haughton
•  Marlon Morgan              •  Delroy Thompson            • Rickman Warren      •  Kaydian Smith Newton
•  Sophia Deer                   •  Rickman Warren               • Brian Yap-Sam         •  Marlon Morgan
•  Craig Ottey-Brown        •  Yolande Ramharrack             

ATTENDANCE RECORD OF BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS

For the 2016/17 fiscal year, the SMA scheduled twelve (12) meetings of the Board of Directors.  Details
of the attendance of Directors at meetings of the Board and its Committees for the FY are outlined in
the table below:

Please note that the Board does not convene in the months of August and December.                                                                  

1Special Board of Directors meeting held on July 20, 2016
2Director Sophia Deer tendered her resignation from the Board December 1, 2016
3Director Robert Richards tendered his resignation from the Technical Operations Committee July 2016
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT 

I t is with great pleasure that the Board of
Directors (the Board) of the Spectrum
Management Authority (the SMA), reports

on the performance of the SMA, for the 2016/17
fiscal year (FY). The 2016/17 FY was of great
significance to the SMA family, as the organization
celebrated its 15th Anniversary, and as well, it was
the start of the initial tenure of this Board, which
assumed oversight responsibility for the SMA in
2016 April. The Board was honoured to have the
opportunity to share in the occasion, recounting
the successes of the SMA and its impact on the
development of the wireless industry in Jamaica
over the years, even as we commenced our
journey as a Board, making our contribution to
nation building, by providing strategic and policy
guidance.  

As part of the anniversary celebrations during the
year, the SMA held two events: an “Invocation” at
the office at 13-19 Harbour Street, on 2016
November 21; and an awards dinner on 2016
November 23 at the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel. For

the Invocation, Reverend Astor Carlyle was the
special guest speaker. For the occasion of the
dinner, the SMA took the opportunity to honour
past and present members of staff for their
contributions over the years, and Dr. the Honourable
Andrew Wheatley, Minister of  Science, Energy &
Technology was the keynote speaker. 

Operationally, for the year under review, the SMA,
in recognition of, inter alia, the Government of
Jamaica’s (GoJ) ICT objectives, to “...adequately
address current trends and emerging technologies;
promote and support competitiveness and the
long term development of the ICT sector”,
ensured the efficient management of the radio
frequency spectrum (the spectrum), in support of
these objectives. Essential to the efficient management
of the spectrum was allocating it efficiently.
Allocation of the spectrum refers to the designation
of a given frequency band for use by one or
more types of radio communication services,
where appropriate, under specific conditions.                          

Dr. the Honourable Andrew Wheatley delivering the keynote speech at the SMA Awards Dinner.
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In allocating the spectrum efficiently, the process
requires balancing competing demands to assign
the spectrum use rights to users who value them
most. In principle, however, weighing competing
demands is a very difficult and time-consuming
task, at best. As such, the SMA and by extension
Jamaica, continues to participate in the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union’s (ITU)
system for allocating the spectrum, through the
World Radiocommunications Conferences (WRC),
which also seeks to promote harmonization of the
spectrum. 

The most recent WRC was in 2015 November, as
such, during the 2016/17 FY, the SMA revised Jam-
aica’s allocation chart according to the decisions
taken as Jamaica is a signatory to the agreements.
Above is an illustration of Jamaica’s allocation chart. 

In addition to the aforementioned, the operations
of the SMA were also influenced by the global
market trends, driven by the expectations of end
users, demanding more connectivity, anywhere,
anytime, and with an increase in connected
devices. Many carriers/service providers in
response have tried to be all things to all persons,
by delivering a wide variety of services to their
customers. The result, locally and around the
world, is an increased demand on the spectrum
asset. This increase in demand has been demon-
strated locally, with the SMA experiencing continuous

increase each year for the last 5 years, in new
applications received for licence/authorization for
use of the spectrum. The performance for the
year under review, represents the new high as it
relates to new applications received and approved
in any given year, with figures of 340 and 324 (to
include amount brought forward) respectively.

Upgrade and Expansion of Radio 
Monitoring and Direction Finding 
System (RMDFS)
In crafting the plans prior to the FY, the SMA
recognized that based on the trend of increasing
demand for the spectrum, both locally and inter-
nationally, then the adaptation/use of modern
technologies, and employing international best
practice to regulate the use of the spectrum
efficiently, are in fact the primary approaches to
satisfactorily respond to emerging challenges of
the new paradigm. Bearing this in mind, the
Board and the Management of the SMA are par-
ticularly pleased and recognize as a significant
achievement, the completion of the further
expansion of the RMDFS project during the FY,
which will aid the SMA in regulating more effec-
tively. This phase of the expansion project
involved the installation and development of the
following:
•   3 new sensor sites have been commissioned
      in Red Hills, Portmore and Papine;

Radio Spectrum Allocation Chart. 
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•   A new covert monitoring vehicle was 
      commissioned;
•   The original mobile unit (the Defender) was 
      upgraded with Time Difference of Arrival 
      (TDOA) capabilities; 

•   The Planter’s Hall and Oceana sites were 
      upgraded as well with Angle of Arrival 
      (AOA)/TDOA techniques/capabilities.

The implementation of the project has provided
the SMA with additional information on the radio
frequency environment, enabling more effective
management of the spectrum through enhanced
capabilities. Essentially the SMA is better able to
provide “clean spectrum” to meet the needs of
our clients and end users, which advances Jamaica’s
Vision 2030 Plan, (particularly, the desired out-
come of Jamaica becoming a technology enabled
society), and facilitates economic growth and
development.

Against this background the Board is proud of the
work being done by the SMA and the performances
achieved for the 2016/17 FY, in facilitating Infor-
mation Communication Technology (ICT) devel-
opment in Jamaica, through wireless connectivity.

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE
Recognizing that the preferred medium to facilitate
connectivity was the radio frequency spectrum,
and noting the continuous increase in its demand,
the SMA, in an effort to not just meet the spectrum
needs of the industry, but to also provide customer
oriented service, established Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). This was in order to measure the
company’s performance for the 2016/17 FY,
particularly with respect to the core operational
activities, of licensing, interference management
and financial management.

Band Planning
In fulfilling its mandate, during the FY, the SMA in
carrying out the band planning function sought
to allocate and assign the spectrum efficiently and
accurately so as to maximze its use and ensure
assignment of “clean” spectrum. A significant part of
this process was the revision of Jamaica’s allo-
cation chart in alignment with the ITU’s Radio
Regulations (RR), as as at 2015. The Band Planning
team was  also involved in determining optimum
frequency arrangements (based on ITU’s desig-
nated options), since certain services were approved
for additional allocations and different services
were allocated to particular bands at WRC-15.
These efforts were geared towards being more
flexible as a regulator, in order to meet the needs
of industry as the environment changes and more
fundamentally, to facilitate investments. Based on
the efforts of the Band Planning team, the SMA
was able to successfully assign unencumbered
spectrum to a record number of new licence
applicants.

Licensing
During the FY, the licensing secretariat worked
closely with the band planning team to process
and issue new and amended licences, which did
not interfere with existing users of the spectrum,
as the SMA continued to facilitate the growth of
traditional wireless communication and new wire-
less broadband services in Jamaica.  

Maintenance being conducted at the Ocho
Rios site.



Type Approval
The SMA conducts type approval of wireless
radio communication equipment/devices for use
in Jamaica to ensure that these equipment/
devices meet a minimum set of regulatory, tech-
nical and safety standards. This is done to confirm
that when used as prescribed and designated,
these devices will not interfere with other equipment
or networks in use locally. During the FY the SMA
granted 245 type approval certifications, 209 or
85% of which were processed within the standard
processing times. The KPI for this activity was 80%.

New Licensing
For the 2016/17 FY, 30 applications were brought
forward from the 2015/16 FY. The SMA received
340 new applications; and processing as at the
end of 2017 March resulted in 324 applications
approved, whilst 324 were issued. This performance
represents a record high since the inception of the
organization. The continuous growth experienced
in wireless subscribers may be directly associated
to the efforts of the SMA in providing interference

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

free spectrum.  The SMA continues to facilitate the
various uses of the spectrum to include; for maritime
services, aeronautical services, amateur services
and particularly the growth of mobile services as
providers move from a concentration in voice
services.  This is in keeping with the global trend
towards the provision of more broadband data
services. 

Performance for new applications for the last 5
years

Members of the Licensing Secretariat.

Number of New Applications
Received          Granted/Approved

Year

2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
TOTAL

93
167
246
280
340
1,126

91
156
241
256
324
1,068

12
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Of the 324 licences approved during the FY, 308
or approximately 95%, were processed within
their respective established processing time. The
KPI was 80%. Processing times range from 1 business
day to 25 budiness days, depending on the licence
to be processed.

Renewal Licensing
The SMA renewed 373 licences for the FY, which
represents a performance rate of approximately
91%. This performance is above the KPI of 85%.
The FY’s target was 422 existing licences, how-
ever there were 42 cancellations, and 32 clients
requested reinstatement of their licence. This had
a minus ten (-10) net effect on the initial target of
422 bringing it to 412.  Note that licences are only
renewed after receipt of payment.

As at 2017 March 31, of the 373 licences renewed
352 or 94% were processed within the processing
standard of 5 business days. This performance is
above the KPI of 90%.

Monitoring and Interference 
Management
Monitoring
In addition to the SMA’s proactive approach to the
assignment of frequencies, whereby scans, analysis
and sometimes checks in the automated data-
base are carried out, monitoring exercises are
conducted as part of the SMA’s strategy to reduce
cases of interference and to reduce or eradicate
the level of illegal use of the spectrum.  Monitoring
exercises are sometimes carried-out prior to the
assignment of spectrum, depending on the
frequency band to be assigned, to confirm avail-
ability. In addition, monitoring exercises are con-
ducted when auditing the spectrum, to ensure
compliance by licensed users, and to identify any
illegal use of the spectrum. During the FY, 4 audits

were conducted in 3 parishes and the Kingston
Metrepolitan Region (KMR). Anomalies were
detected in 5 channels. The anomalies identified
were resolved.

Interference Management
The radio spectrum is a key resource to different
industries, and its economic and social value
demands that it be managed effectively to avoid
harmful interference between users, so that the
benefits derived from its use may be maximised.
Notwithstanding the efforts of regulators, such as
the SMA, users of the spectrum at times experience
interference on their systems. These may be primarily
due to technical problems with the equipment of
the user or may emanate from other users, both
licensed and unlicensed. Notwithstanding, the
SMA consistently responds with swiftness to
resolve any cases of interference reported. 

As at 2017 March 31, the SMA investigated 26
interference reports, 2 of which were from the
previous FY.  All 26 cases investigated were  resolved
as at 2017 March 31, and were all resolved within
their respective resolution times. 

Financial Management
Income
The SMA is a self funding agency and continues
to be a contributor to the Consolidated Fund, and
as such, timely collection and prudent treasury
management is a fundamental component of the
SMA’s financial management plan. For the FY, the
SMA projected total income of $331.16M from
Regulatory Fees, Processing Fees, Interest Income
and Other Income. For the period ending 2017
March 31, the SMA booked total income amounting
to $334.88M, which is above the KPI of $298.04M
or 90% of target. The table below outlines the
performance of each category.

ACTUAL
$’M
12.29
299.01
15.70
7.88

334.88

BUDGET
$’M
7.09

287.30
9.18
27.59

331.16

KPI
$’M
6.38

258.57
8.26
24.83

298.04

COLLECTION
$’M
12.29
279.90
15.70
7.88

315.77

Processing Fees
Regulatory Fees

Interest Income

Other Income

TOTAL

13
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Revenue (Regulatory Fees and Processing Fees)
for the FY amounted to $311.30M, which is $21.49M
or 7.4% above revenue earned in the previous FY
(2015/16), which amounted to $289.81M. This
amount reflects the increase in the value of service
to our clients based on the increase demand on
the spectrum for the 2016/17 FY. 

Expenditure
The SMA incurred recurrent expenditure (including
depreciation) of approx. $274.40M for the 12
months ending 2017 March 31, which was well
within the budgeted amount of approx. $322.73M.
The primary reason for the positive variance was
that the SMA did not receive the requisite
approvals to incur certain expenditures, and as
well, efforts were made to reduce costs, during
the year. Notwithstanding, the SMA made every
effort to minimize any impact this might have on
the level and quality of service to our customers.

Collection of Spectrum Licence Fees
Spectrum Licence Fees are collected on behalf of
the GoJ and are remitted to the Consolidated
Fund (the Fund). Actual collection of Spectrum
Licence Fees for the 12 months ending 2017
March 31, amounts to approx. $1,437.92M; whilst
remittance to the fund was $1,432.02M (includes
$43.85M b/f from the previous FY). Please note
that spectrum licence fees collected on mobile
licences are remitted in the month it is collected,
whilst for all other categories of licence it is
remitted in the month after they are collected.

Legal Policy & Regulatory
The SMA continued the execution of its mandate
with respect to legal, policy and regulatory issues,
providing support to the Ministry of Science,
Energy and Technology (MSET), during the FY, in
relation to, inter alia, the following matters. 

Spectrum Pricing Policy
During 2016 December, the Minister with responsi-
bility for telecommunications the Hon. Dr. Andrew
Wheatley, after, inter alia, considering the SMA’s
recommendation, took the decision to maintain
the spectrum pricing policy previously implemented
in 2014 March, which expired in 2016 March.  The
terms of the Policy are unchanged, save that the
Policy now also applies to the 1700/2100 MHz
frequency band and will remain in effect until
2018 March 31.  The other bands guided by this

Policy are the 700 MHz, 850 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800
MHz and 1900 MHz.

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
Korea Project
During the FY, the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) assisted the Government of Jamaica
in the enhancement of its Master Plans for
Spectrum Management.  Mission visits were held
during the period and in this regard, the SMA
hosted the consultant, Mr. Pavel Mamchenkov,
and coordinated meetings with stakeholders. The
SMA also provided extensive comments on the
draft and final report.

International Telecommunications Satellite 
Organization (ITSO)
The SMA represented Jamaica at the 20th ITSO
Advisory Committee (IAC) during 2016 March 31 –
April 1 in Washington D.C.  The SMA is Jamaica’s
representative at the IAC, and Jamaica represents
Barbados, Bahamas and Trinidad & Tobago.
SMA’s Director, Legal Affairs is the Chairman of
the Committee.

The SMA also attended the meeting of the 37th
ITSO Assembly of Parties Meeting (AP) on 2016
October 11–14 in Washington D.C.  Ms. Wahkeen
Murray, Chief Technical Director, MSET was also
in attendance.  The SMA’s Director, Legal Affairs
was appointed, by acclamation, as the Deputy
Chairman of the meeting. The main outcome of the
meeting was the appointment of a new Director
General effective 2017 July for four (4) years.

The Radio & Telegraph Control Act Regulations
The SMA was instrumental in the development of
amendments to the Radio & Telegraph Control
Act Regulations which affects amateur radio
operators.  Specifically, the amendments target
the removal of morse code as a requirement.  The
Radio and Telegraph Control (Radio Operators
and Technicians) (Amendment) Regulations, 2017
and the Radio and Telegraph Control (Amateur
Radio Service) (Amendment) Regulations, 2017
were gazetted in March 2017.  The  MSET advised
that both Regulations are subject to negative
resolution in the House of Representatives and
the Senate.  Therefore, it is anticipated that the
SMA will continue to provide support to the MSET
until the Regulations are fully adopted. 
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Training and Development
Based on the dynamic environment in which the
SMA operates, continued training and updating
of staff is a requirement if the SMA is to remain
relevant and effective. As such, during the FY, the
following were among the training opportunities
accessed by staff locally and overseas:

•     Introduction to Radio Spectrum Monitoring &
      Measuring;
•     In-depth Look at Spectrum Management & 
      Monitoring;
•     Valuing the Spectrum;
•     ASMS/ACCPAC Training; 
•     TCI Electronic Training; 
•     Professional Certificate in Regulatory Affairs;
•     ATDI/ICS Telecoms Training;
•     CompTIA Network+ Training; 
•     Development of Training Needs Analysis and
      new Curricular;
•     Organizational Development & Effectiveness; 
•     Mastery in Applying Project Management; 
•     Public Sector Procurement Level 4 course;
•     Comprehensive Regulatory Impact Analysis.

Corporate Social Responsibility
The SMA remains committed to facilitating solutions
to improve the quality of life for Jamaicans, by
making a measurable difference in our own
neighborhood and communities in order to make
Jamaica a better place. The Girls in ICT Day was
one such event that the SMA participated in, as an
effort to positively impact on the lives of young
Jamaicans.

International “Girls in ICT Day” is an initiative of
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
launched in 2014, aimed at creating a global en-
vironment that empowers and encourages girls
and young women to consider careers in the
growing field of information communication tech-
nologies (ICTs). Supporting the education of
women and girls in the ICT sector is also in line
with the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs); in particular SDG 5, aimed at
achieving gender equality and empowering all
women and girls through, among others, ICTs.
The day is celebrated on the 4th Thursday of each
year in April, and for 2016, on April 28, the inter-
national theme was “Expanding Horizons and
Changing Attitudes”. 

Regulatory Fees for Mobile Licences
In an effort to realign an equitable apportionment
of the Regulatory fees paid by cellular operators
for their mobile licences, the SMA, based on the
directive of the Ministry of Science, Energy &
Technology (MSET), embarked on a process, which
started in 2016 March. On 2017 March 30, the
SMA received the Telecommunications (Spectrum
Regulatory Fees) (Amendment) Regulations, 2017,
from the MSET which outlines the new formula to
be used for the calculation of Regulatory Fees. 

Review of Spectrum Cap (the cap)
Upon the request of the Minister with responsibility
for telecommunications, Dr. the Hon. Andrew
Wheatley, the SMA reviewed the spectrum cap
policy of 2014 and provided its recommendation
to the Minister/Ministry.  On 2017 March 24, the
Minister having accepted the SMA’s recommen-
dations took the decision to retain the cap at 120
MHz, to include the 1700/2100 MHz band.

Regional and Global Obligations
As international harmonization of radio spectrum
allocation and use at global and regional levels
become more important with the ever growing
globalization of business, trade and people’s
mobility, the SMA continued to participate in
related fora. As such, during the 2016/17 FY the
SMA participated in regional and global meetings
and conferences, particularly, the SMA participated
in meetings held by the Caribbean Telecommu-
nications Union (CTU), the Inter-American Tele-
communications Commission (CITEL), as well as
the International Telecommunications Satellite
Organisation (ITSO) Advisory Committee (IAC).

Staffing
As at 2017 March 31, there were 33 members of
staff, representing approximately 80% of the ap-
proved establishment of 41. During the year the
SMA family welcomed on board Mr. Christopher
Spencer, Manager, Administration. There were
also several separations at the following posts:
Chief Accountant;
Manager, Human Resources;
Legal Officer;
Manager, Administration; and,
Manager, Information Technology. 
The SMA takes this opportunity to wish them all
the best in their new endeavours and thank all for
their contribution to the SMA during their tenure.
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In sharing in the theme, the SMA participated in a
one day seminar and exhibition hosted by the
Office of Utilities Regulation (OUR), which was
held at the Knutsford Court Hotel, Kingston. The
event saw an audience of more than 200 female
students between the ages of 14 and 19, drawn
from various high schools across Jamaica. The
day's activities included several presentations
from various women at varying stages in their ICT
careers, ranging from students to top executives.
Topics presented included: "ICT Skills and jobs";
"Innovation and Creativity; “Opportunities in ICT";
and "Is hacking ok? The case for ethical hacking".
As part of the range of exhibitions from selected
ICT stakeholders, the SMA’s booth featured spectrum
monitoring equipment, type approved devices,
and brochures outlining the functions and res-
ponsibilities of the SMA. The team which manned
the booth was on hand to educate the girls on the
importance of the radio frequency spectrum in
communications; the necessity of spectrum mon-
itoring; areas of study within telecommunications
field; and type approval requirements. Additionally,
tokens such as water bottles, pens and notebooks
were given to students who visited SMA’s booth.
The girls deemed the day to be very informative
and beneficial. 

Other Efforts
The SMA also contributed to charitable organizations,
missions and generally organizations with programs
to address needs in the communities it serves. As
such special contributions were made to different
organizations to include the following: 

a.    Combined Disabilities Association;
b.   Missionaires of the Poor;
c.    Office of the Patron for Global Giving;
d.   St. Georges Girls Primary & Infant School; 
e.   Upliftment Jamaica Agro Farm Project;
f.     Highholborn Basic School; and
g.   Love & Hope Ministries.

Going Forward
In approaching the next four fiscal years (2017 – 2021),
the SMA recognizes that “efficient management” of
the spectrum, according to the ITU, is still being
shaped by the ICT industry. This generational
phase of regulation requires adaptability to an
industry that not only grows exponentially but
undergoes constant innovations. Consequently,
as a regulator, the SMA shall seek to facilitate a
regulatory environment that is flexible to meet the
needs of the industry. Hence, for the medium
term, the SMA will therefore continue to work closely
with regional (CITEL, CTU, etc) and global (ITU) part-
ners, in allocating the spectrum, which is essential
to efficient management, as well as positioning
the organization with the human and physical
capacity, and technology needed to be effective.
The SMA is however a creature of Law, and its
success is highly dependent on the legislative
and policy support available to effect the necessary
response to industry’s requirements. 

The medium to long term focus on spectrum
management will primarily be on the following: 

•   strengthening human and physical capacity;
•   providing support to the Ministry on efforts 
      that will improve regulatory effectiveness;
•   exploring new sharing/licensing technology 
      and methods;
•   the installation of additional monitoring sites;
      and,
•   acquisition of attendant equipment, where 
      necessary, in support of a dynamic industry. 

Minister Wheatley visits the SMA’s booth.
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The planned activities of the SMA for the FY will
include inter-alia:

•   Pursuing the core functions of, licensing spectrum
      users, resolution of interference complaints 
      according to established standards, monitoring
      and inspection to ensure the legitimate and 
      efficient use of the spectrum, and collection 
      of fees as targeted;  
•   Ensuring good corporate governance and 
      statutory compliance within/by the Authority;
•   Fulfillment of Local, Regional and International
      obligations; and, 
•   Performance Monitoring in order to achieve 
      established targets and ensuring compliance
      with all statutory obligations.

Budgetary Proposal for Financial Year 2017/18
For the FY 2017/18, the SMA’s approved budget
of $632.17M is as follows:
Capital Expenditure $278.83M
Operating Expenditure $353.34M

Summary of Principal Performance Targets

Closing Remarks
To our stakeholders, the SMA thanks you all for
your support and cooperation throughout the
year and looks forward to continued collaboration
in seeking to effectively manage the spectrum
and provide customer oriented service. The
Board takes this opportunity to specially thank the
Minister and the team at the Ministry for their sup-
port during the year, and finally to thank the man-
agement and staff for their dedication and
resilience demonstrated during the financial year.
We look forward to working with all stakeholders
during the 2017/18 FY.  

Mr. Trevor Forrest                                           
Board Chairman               

Income
Spectrum licence
fees Collected
Spectrum licence
fees Remitted

Expenditure
No. of licences 
to be Renewed 
Number of 
Interference 
Cases resolved

Target

$353.73M
$1,160.49M

$1,160.49M

$353.34M
408

All reported
cases

Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI)
90% of target
80% of target

Remit all fees 
collected up to Feb.
2018 and mobile fees

collected in 
Mar. 2018.
Within target
85% of target

90% of target
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PREPARING FOR THE 5G EVOLUTION
Introduction – The Next Wave of the Digital 
Society
Advancement in mobile communications has defi-
nitely made people’s life easier over the last
decade; whether it is ordering an item online,
searching for information or connecting with family
and friends through social media platforms. As we
get closer to 2020, the global telecommunications
industry is anticipating the development of tech-
nologies that will achieve near-instantaneous,
“zero distance” connectivity between people and
connected machines [1]. This is the promise of the
fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks, which is
heralded as the next frontier of innovation and the
breakthrough in the transformation of Information
Communication Technology (ICT) network infra-
structure. Super intelligent network features will
usher in a revolutionary generation of mobile
communication, which undoubtedly will be the
next wave of a globally connected Digital Society.  

5G Capability Perspectives
Technology developers worldwide have, in recent
months, been articulating the “5G Technology
Vision” and much of the discussions surrounds
increasing data transfer rates. The 5G technology
envisions a one-stop unique network for all the
market segments, starting from very low-bandwidth
and low-power Internet of Things (IoT) nodes to
ultra-high definition immersive experiences [2].
Samsung Electronics Company contends that
with 5G technology, a device is able to maintain
network connectivity regardless of time and location,
and open the possibility to connect devices with-
out human intervention [3]. GSMA, which repre-
sents the interests of about 800 mobile operators

TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS
worldwide, affirms that with the prospect of being
considerably faster than existing technologies, 5G
holds the promise of applications with high social
and economic value, leading to a “hyper-connected
society” in which mobile will play an ever more
important role in people’s lives [4]. Indeed, all this
will profoundly affect human life by connecting
virtually everything anywhere.

Standardization and Spectrum Requirements
With all the wonders to be gained from 5G, the
issue of spectrum requirements remains a concern
and is expected to be addressed at the World
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) in Geneva,
2019. Decision will be taken as to the additional
spectrum to be allocated and the related technical
requirements. Studies are being conducted
through the ITU’s study groups to determine
these requirements in the frequency range between
24.25 GHz and 86 GHz.  

Conclusion 
Spectrum is a precious and finite resource that is
critical for both current and future wireless com-
munications. As we seek to create sustainable
consumer benefits and increased competition
within the telecommunications sector, we recognise
that the decisions to emerge from the WRC 2019
will be pivotal in this respect. Further, we recognise
that due to difference in stages of development
of ICT and resources in different countries, the
benefits to be derived from 5G may not be
experienced by all nations simultaneously. Some
nations will benefit earlier, based on their readiness.
Each nation should, however, based on their
resources, position themselves to be able to benefit
when the time arise, as it promises to further
improve lives globally.

References
1)     Huawei Technologies. 2013’ “5G – A Technology Vision”
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